Summary. Level-Of-Detail (LOD) techniques can be a valid support to the analysis and visualization of volume data sets of large size. In our previous work, we have defined a general LOD model for d-dimensional simplicial meshes, called a MultiTessellation (MT), which consists of a partially ordered set of mesh updates. Here, we consider an instance of the MT for tetrahedral meshes, called a Half-Edge MT, which is built through a common simplification operation half-edge collapse. We discuss two compact encodings for a Half-Edge MT, based on alternative ways to represent the partial order.
Introduction
Several applications, including scientific visualization, medical imaging, and finite element analysis, deal with increasingly large sets of three-dimensional data describing scalar fields, called volume data sets. In order to analyze volume data sets of large size and to accelerate their rendering, Level-Of-Detail (LOD) mesh-based models can be used. LOD models have been applied for describing surfaces and two-dimensional height fields (see [5] for a survey). They encode the steps performed by a simplification process in a compact data structure, in such a way that a virtually continuous collection of simplified meshes at different LODs can be extracted on-line. An extracted mesh may have a variable resolution (i.e., density of the cells) which is focused in certain parts of the field domain (e.g., inside a box, or along a cutting plane), or in the proximity of interesting field values. This will enable a user to interactively explore large volume data using simplified approximations, and to inspect specific areas of interest. Fig. 1 shows some isosurfaces computed from a variable-resolution mesh extracted from a LOD model.
In the computer graphics and finite element literature, several research efforts have been devoted to nested tetrahedral meshes generated by recur- sive decomposition, which are suitable for regularly distributed data points (see [9, 8, 13, 14, 15, 19] ). LOD models based on unstructured tetrahedral meshes are desirable when dealing with irregularly-spaced data, since they are highly adaptive and can capture the shape of the field domain accurately. Such models are a rather new research issue. There have been proposals for simplification algorithms for unstructured tetrahedral meshes, based on edge collapse [1, 10, 18] , or on vertex insertion [11, 17] , and for LOD models, based either on a progressive [10, 16] or on a multi-level approach [3] .
In [6] , we have defined a general LOD model based on d-dimensional simplicial complexes, called a Multi-Tessellation (MT), which is both dimensionand application-independent. Here, we consider an MT based on unstructured tetrahedral meshes, and built through an edge-collapse simplification strategy, that we call a Half-Edge Multi-Tessellation (Half-Edge MT). We describe two compact data structures for a Half-Edge MT: a DAG-based structure in which the dependency relation is encoded as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), similar to approach of Klein and Gumhold [12] , and a tree-based Half-Edge MT in which a partial order is encoded as a tree by extending an approach proposed by El-Sana and Varshney [7] .
Background
A volume data set consists of a set S of points spanning a domain D in the three-dimensional Euclidean space, with a field value f associated with each of them. A tetrahedral mesh Σ is a connected set of tetrahedra such that the union of all tetrahedra in Σ covers D. Any two distinct tetrahedra of Σ have disjoint interiors and the intersection of the boundaries of any two tetrahedra (if the intersection is non-empty) consists of lower dimensional simplexes which belong to the boundary of both tetrahedra. Although, theoretically, the number m of tetrahedra in a mesh Σ can be quadratic in the number n of vertices of Σ, in practice, we often find m ≈ 6n.
The two most common data structures to encode tetrahedral meshes are the so called indexed data structure, and the indexed data structure with adjacencies. In both data structures, the vertices are stored in an array in which each entry contains three coordinates, and the field value. Both store, for each tetrahedron σ, the references to its four vertices of σ. In addition, the indexed data structure with adjacencies stores, for each tetrahedron σ, the references to the four tetrahedra sharing a face with σ.
The storage requirement for encoding a mesh with n vertices and m tetrahedra in an indexed structure is 8n bytes for vertices (assuming that coordinates and field value are stored in 2 bytes each), and 4m vertex references, i.e., 16m bytes. The indexed structure with adjacencies requires, in addition, another 16m bytes for referring to the adjacent tetrahedra. Since m ≈ 6n, we have 104n bytes for the indexed data structure, and 200n bytes for the indexed data structure with adjacencies.
Given a volume data set S, an approximated tetrahedral mesh is a mesh Σ having m (m < m) tetrahedra and vertices at a subset V of the original data set V , with n (n < n) points. A scalar field f is defined on Σ , similarly to f , with the convention that values of f and f are the same on each vertex that belongs to both V and V . The approximation error associated with Σ is the error that we perform in using Σ instead of Σ for describing S. The error associated with each tetrahedron is a combination of the field error and of the domain error. In the simplification algorithm that we use [1] , the field error at a tetrahedron σ ∈ Σ is computed as the maximum of the absolute value of the difference between the actual field value at the points of V \ V inside σ and the field value at the same points linearly interpolated within σ.
The domain error measures the variation in the domain shape (warping). Let us say that a point p of the domain is associated with a tetrahedron σ ∈ Σ if σ is the nearest tetrahedron to p in Σ . The domain error at a tetrahedron σ ∈ Σ is computed as the maximum value of the distance from σ among the points associated with σ. The one-sided Hausdorff distance is used for such computation.
The Half-Edge Multi-Tessellation
The basic ingredients of a LOD model M are a coarse mesh Σ b subdividing the domain, that we call the base mesh, a set of updates U = {u 1 . . . u k }, and a relation ≺ of direct dependency among updates.
An update applied to a mesh Σ consists of a pair of meshes u = (u − , u + ), where u − is a sub-mesh of Σ, and the boundaries of u − and u + are coincident. Intuitively, u replaces u − with u + in Σ. The relation ≺ of direct dependency is defined as follows: an update u depends on an update u (denoted u ≺ u ) iff u removes some tetrahedra introduced by u . The transitive closure of relation ≺ is a partial order. The updates in M will be also called the nodes of the MT. The mesh at the full resolution, that we term the reference mesh, can be obtained by applying all updates in U to the base mesh.
We say that a subset U of U is consistent if, for every update u ∈ U , each node u such that u ≺ u is also in U . The updates which form a consistent subset U can be applied to the base mesh in any total order that extends the partial order, thus producing a mesh at an intermediate LOD.
A Half-Edge Multi-Tessellation (or Half-Edge MT) is a LOD model based on a specific update, called a half-edge collapse, applied to an unstructured tetrahedral mesh. A half-edge collapse consists of contracting an edge e = (v, w) into one of its extreme vertices, say w. The reverse modification of a half-edge collapse is a half-vertex split, which expands a vertex w into an edge e by inserting the other extreme vertex v of e (see Fig. 2 ).
In [2] , we have defined a LOD model based on a full-edge collapse applied to an unstructured tetrahedral mesh, called a Full-Edge Multi-Tessellation (or Full-Edge MT). A full-edge collapse consists of contracting an edge e, with extreme vertices v and v , to a new vertex v (often the mid-point of e). The data structure proposed in [2] is specific for full-edge collapses. A fulledge collapse has the disadvantage of producing larger updates in comparison with those generated by a half-edge collapse, which imply less flexibility in extracting variable-LOD meshes [4] .
In order to encode a Half-Edge MT, we need to encode the direct dependency relation, and the updates. The base mesh is stored separately in an indexed data structure with or without adjacencies. In the following section, we present two data structures: a DAG-based structure and a tree-based one which differ in the way they store the direct dependency relation.
A DAG-based Data Structure for a Half-Edge MT
The direct dependency relation is described as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) that we store by using a technique proposed by Klein and Gumhold [12] . For each node in the DAG, corresponding to an update u, a cyclic linked list, called a loop, is defined, which contains u followed by all its parents in the DAG. Thus, an update u appears in its own loop and in all the loops defined by its children. For each node u, we store the number of loops to which u belongs (1 byte), and, for each loop, a forward pointer implementing the linked list plus the loop identifier (4 and 1 bytes, respectively).
The number of nodes (updates) is about the number n of vertices in the reference mesh. The total number of links to describe partial order as a DAG is equal to n + a, where a is the number of arcs in the DAG. Experimentally, we have found that a is equal to 6n on average. Thus, the cost of storing the DAG is equal to 36n bytes.
The updates are described by storing information sufficient to perform the half-vertex split and half-edge collapse associated with an update u (i.e., replacing u − with u + and vice-versa) on a current mesh. To perform a half-edge collapse, we need the vertex v and the vertex w to which the edge e = (v, w) is contracted. To perform a half-vertex split, we need the coordinates of the introduced vertex v, the value of the field at v, and a compact encoding of the topological structure of u − . We also store an error value, which is used to decide whether to perform the half-edge collapse / half-vertex split represented by u. The error value ε(u) provides an estimate of the approximation error associated with u and is computed as the maximum of the errors associated with the tetrahedra forming u − . We store the error associated with an update and not with each tetrahedron to obtain a more economical representation.
The cost of encoding the coordinates, and the field value is equal to 8 bytes, while the error value is encoded on 2 bytes.
Since an update u corresponds to the insertion of a vertex v, updates and vertices are re-numbered in such a way that a node u and its corresponding vertex v have the same label. Thus, vertex v is encoded at a null cost.
We describe the topology of u − by encoding a face f of the star-shaped polyhedron Π bounding u − plus a bit stream which describes a traversal of the tetrahedral subdivision u − starting at f . The bit stream contains three bits for each tetrahedron of u − and is constructed as follows. We start from the tetrahedron that contains the face f and traverse the graph in which the nodes are tetrahedra of u − and the arcs are faces of such tetrahedra. We label the faces of the tetrahedra encountered in the traversal in breadth-first order. A face of a tetrahedron, which is common to another tetrahedron of u − is labelled 1 and 0 otherwise. If u − contains k tetrahedra, then the bit stream contains 3k bits. Our experiments have shown that we can safely assume k = 15, thus, 45 bits for the stream, i.e., 6 bytes.
Vertex w and face f are identified by means of a tetrahedron index plus an index which identifies vertex w [face f ] among the vertices [faces] of such a tetrahedron. In turn, a tetrahedron index consists of the index of the update u such that u + contains it, plus log P bits to discriminate it among the tetrahedra of u + (where P denotes the maximum of tetrahedra created in a half-vertex split). For the tetrahedron containing f , update u is the first parent of u in the DAG (we sort the loop of u according to this convention), and, for the tetrahedron containing w, it is u itself, thus we do not need to store it. For details, see [4] . Thus, we have 2 log P bits per update to identify these two tetrahedra, i.e., 10 bits, since the construction algorithm [1] enforces P to be equal to 32. The indexes of face f and vertex w within such tetrahedra require 2 bits each.
Summing up all the contributions, the storage cost for the information associated with a single update turns out to be equal to 18 bytes. The total cost of this DAG-based data structure is 18n + 36n = 54n bytes.
Performing Updates
Now, we explain how the stored information for an update u is used to perform corresponding half-vertex split and half-edge collapse on a current mesh Σ.
In order to split vertex w into an edge e = (v, w), we start from the encoded boundary face f , and use the bit stream to retrieve all tetrahedra of u − by visiting them in the same order as they have been visited when creating the bit stream. Tetrahedra of u − , found in this way, are updated by replacing vertex w with vertex v, and new tetrahedra, incident in e, are inserted.
In order to collapse edge e = (v, w) into vertex w, we identify vertex w among the vertices of u + in the current mesh, while tetrahedra of u + those incident in v. Such tetrahedra are modified by replacing v with w, and degenerate tetrahedra resulting from such operation are removed.
A Tree-based Data Structure for a Half-Edge MT
The dependency relation is encoded as a tree by extending an approach proposed by El-Sana and Varshney [7] for triangle meshes simplified through full-edge collapse.
We store a forest of binary trees of vertices. The leaves of the forest correspond to the vertices of the reference mesh. Each internal node represents the vertex generated by collapsing an edge, and its two children are the endpoints of this edge. Since a half-edge collapse does not create a new vertex, we rename the surviving endpoint of the edge and consider it as another vertex. For example, if an edge (v, w) collapses to vertex w, thenŵ is a renamed copy of vertex w and appears in the binary tree as a parent of vertices v and w. By convention, vertex w is a left child ofŵ and is called a false child, while vertex v is a right child ofŵ and called a true child. Accordingly,ŵ is a false parent of w and a true parent of v (see Fig. 3 ).
In addition, we use a vertex enumeration mechanism. The n vertices of the reference mesh are labelled arbitrarily from 1 to n, the remaining vertices are labelled with consecutive numbers as they are created. In this way the label of parentŵ is greater than labels of its children w and v.
We also define a true parent for the vertices that are false children in the tree. A true parent of v is a true parent of the nearest ancestor v of v, such that v is a true child. The true parent of v may not exist, in this case vertex v is the result of iterated renaming of a vertex of the base mesh (see Fig. 4 ). The forest is implemented as an array in which every node u is stored at the position corresponding to its label. The entry for u stores an index pointing to the left child of u (stored only if u is not a leaf), and an index which points either to the right sibling of u, if u is the left child, or to the parent of u, if u is the right child (by convention, in this case a negative index is stored). In addition, each left child has a link to its true parent. The storage cost for the forest is equal to 4 n + 8 n in + 4 n l 16n bytes, where n is the number of vertices of the reference mesh (i.e., of leaves in the forest), n in is the number of internal nodes (n in n), and n l is the number of left children (n l = n in ).
Updates are encoded in the same way as in the DAG-based data structure, except for the encoding of face f and vertex w. Here, the index of the update u , such that the tetrahedron containing f in u + , must be stored explicitly in additional 4 bytes, while vertex w is explicitly given in the tree, thus saving 7 bits. Therefore, the storage cost is 21 bytes per update.
The total cost of the tree-based data structure is thus equal to 21n+16n = 37n bytes.
Correctness of the Dependency Encoding
The tree-based data structure does not store direct dependency links. Nevertheless, it contains sufficient information to retrieve the updates u such that u ≺ u, when we are going to apply an update u on a current mesh Σ.
The neighbors of a vertex v are the vertices adjacent to v. We call relevant neighbors of vertex v the vertices (different from v) of the tetrahedra of u − . Let the half-vertex split associated with u splitŵ into e = (v, w), and let the current mesh Σ containŵ. Such a split can be performed if all updates u , such that u ≺ u, have already been performed in Σ. We claim that this condition is equivalent to the condition that each relevant neighbor ofŵ has a label lower thanŵ (see Fig. 5 (a) ).
1. We prove that, if some update u , such that u ≺ u, has not been performed, then some relevant neighbor ofŵ has a label greater thanŵ. This is true because, if u is not performed and u ≺ u, thenŵ (the vertex split by u ) is greater thanŵ. On the other hand,ŵ must be a relevant neighbor ofŵ because u and u are related in the partial order. 2. We prove that, if some relevant neighbor v of vertexŵ has a label greater thanŵ, then there exists update u , such that u ≺ u, and u has not been performed. This is true for the update u that splits v . If fact, since v is a relevant neighbor ofŵ, then u and u must be related in the partial order, therefore u ≺ u. Let the half-edge collapse associated with u collapse e = (v, w) intoŵ, and let the current mesh Σ contain e. Such collapse can be performed if no update u , such that u ≺ u , has been performed in the current mesh Σ. We claim that this condition is equivalent to the condition that all neighbors of vertex v (except w) have either true parent with a label greater thanŵ, or no true parent (see Fig. 5 (b) ).
1. We prove that, if some update u , such that u ≺ u , has been performed, then there exist at least one neighbor v of v, such that the true parent of v is lower thanŵ. This is true for at least one of the children of the vertexŵ split in update u . Since u ≺ u , then the label ofŵ is lower thanŵ. At least one of the children of w is a neighbor, because u and u are related in the partial order. 2. We prove that, if some neighbor v of v has a true parent w with label lower thanŵ, then some update u has been performed, with u ≺ u . We can see that this is true based of the following remarks. Since v and v are neighbors, then updates u and u (the update that has split the true parent of v ) must be related in the partial order. Therefore, u ≺ u . Table 1 reports space requirements for the two data structures that we have presented in term of n (the number of vertices). The last two columns show the compression ratio with respect to the space required for encoding the reference mesh as an indexed data structure, and as an indexed data structure with adjacencies, respectively. We have built Half-Edge MTs for a number of data sets:
Comparisons on Storage Costs
• Fighter Table 2 reports the characteristics of these data sets, while Table 3 reports the sizes of the Half-Edge MTs encoded with both data structures. Columns real show the space required to store updates and dependencies, while columns bound give the theoretical estimate. 
Concluding Remarks
We have proposed data structures for a class of LOD tetrahedral meshes, called a Half-Edge Multi-Tessellation. These data structures act as a compression mechanism also with respect to storing the original mesh at full resolution. A Half-Edge MT is more selective than a data structure developed for encoding multi-resolution tetrahedral meshes built through full-edge collapses, as shown in [4] . The DAG-based data structure has been implemented, while the treebased data structure is currently under implementation. We plan to compare it experimentally with the DAG-based Half-Edge MT. Further development of the work presented in this paper will be the use of the tree-based data structure in a client-server application. Using our compact data structure will enable both a progressive and a selective download of the extracted mesh by a client and allow for a dynamic selective refinement at each new request from a client.
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